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Preface
Apart from the near-natural upland streams, mountain
meadow valleys and heaths are of paramount importance. The clustered mosaic of different forms of land
management, with species-rich meadows and pastures,
hilly broom areas with heath-like vegetation, fields and
open-area allotments, as well as the remarkably high
proportion of hedgerows, path and field margins is a rare
commodity. The Medebacher Bucht is therefore one of
the most valuable areas of our state; the designation as
Special Protection Area and, in parts, as Special Areas of
Conservation is impressive proof of its European significance.
On the basis of the EC Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive the member states of the European Community
have committed themselves to the conservation of the
European natural heritage. In the state of North RhineWestphalia, the network Natura 2000 covers around 8.4 %
of the state’s area. The proposal of sites for the development of this network has taken much time and effort in
order to reconcile this proposal within a societal consensus, not only in North Rhine-Westphalia, but also in other
European member states. However, the declaration and
the protection of the sites are by themselves not sufficient
in order to conserve the European natural heritage. Generally, it is substantial measures for further development
of the individual sites which are more necessary with regard to preserving biological diversity.
LIFE Nature and LIFE+ “Nature and biodiversity” are European instruments for financing the exemplary development of Special Areas of Conservation and Special Protection Areas. LIFE+ is therefore an important instrument
for preserving and developing natural heritage in Europe.
Apart from measures to restore the ecological continuity
of Nuhne, Orke and Gelänge streams, the LIFE project
implemented by the Biologische Station HSK has also
pursued a variety of measures aiming at establishing
conservation-oriented land management of mountain
hay meadows and meadows of the Arrhenatherion

community. Structurally diverse, low-intensity pastures
and upland heaths are being redeveloped on afforested
sites.
In addition to these important measures for improving the
habitats of flora and fauna, experiencing nature is another priority. Nature conservation together with people
is the aim of the LIFE project Medebacher Bucht. Nature
trails in the Special Areas of Conservation, the stream trail
“Orke” and the observation tower in the Nuhnewiesen invite visitors to experience this region’s unique natural
treasures without disturbing or affecting the endangered
plants and animals.
It is not only nature that benefits from this integrated project approach. The people of this region and visitors also
benefit from the added increase in the attractiveness
of the Medebacher Bucht. In addition, the investments in
the implementation of the LIFE measures contribute
to the preservation of employment in the local rural area.
The river restoration already complies with the required
implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive.
I hope that both the conservation of nature and the people in the Medebacher Bucht will continue to experience
such successful projects based on mutual consensus with
mutual benefits.

Eckhard Uhlenberg
Minister for the Environment and Conservation,
Agriculture and Consumer Protection
of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia
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1 What has the LIFE project
achieved?
Between 2003 and 2009 the LIFE project “Medebacher
Bucht – module for Natura 2000”
¢ About 70 ha of species-rich, colourful flowering
meadows and pastures were developed through
land purchase, long-term management contracts
and appropriate LIFE measures.
¢ About 35 ha of the rare habitat of upland heath were
either improved or redeveloped.
¢ About 13 ha of uncultivated land and shrubs have
become grassland. Together with 35 ha of newly established heath land, the LIFE project developed 48
ha of additional land for cultivation by regional farmers.
¢ 3 double knife finger-bar mowers, 3 cattle shelters, 10
goats, 5 “Rotes Höhenvieh” cattle were purchased
from project funds and made available to the farmers, in order to enable a form of land management
that is favourable for conservation purposes.
¢ 23 km of fencing were built.
¢ Along a stretch of 24 km of the streams Orke, Gelänge
and Nuhne, all of the 74 impoundments were converted in such a way as to enable fish passage, as
well as the passage of other microorganisms.
¢ Along a 1 km stretch of the stream Nuhne, the solid
bank reinforcement was removed. Now the stream
Nuhne can develop freely on publicly owned plots.
¢ 2 multimedia exhibitions in Medebach and Hallenberg inform local people as well as visitors about the
beauty of the “Medebacher Bucht“ and about the
measures of the LIFE project.
¢ 4 nature trails and the stream trail Orke invite people
to walk through the most beautiful areas of the SACs,
without disturbing rare species.
¢ An observation tower – the tree house (Baumhaus) –
is a worthwhile sight to visit in the Nuhne meadows.
¢ The website www.medebacher-bucht.de gives information about the project.
¢ A project film presents all activities of the LIFE project
– also from a bird’s eye view!
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2 The Medebacher Bucht
– important for nature
conservation in Europe
Between the Rothaargebirge hills and the border between the federal states of North Rhine-Westphalia and
Hesse, the “Tuscany of the Sauerland” - the Medebacher
Bucht – looks forward to visitors from far and wide! And it
offers what its name suggests. Its open landscape, its
mostly gently undulating countryside, its low levels of precipitation and its distinctly warmer location distinguishes
it clearly from the adjacent Rothaargebirge hills of the
central Sauerland.

Grassland near Braunshausen, view of the Wache hill

Within its geographically isolated location, the Medebacher Bucht was not affected by early attempts at uniformity by means of land consolidation procedures. From
an agricultural point of view it has always been a poor
area. It was the acidic soils and, in particular, the low
amount of precipitation which throughout many centuries meant people were only able to live at a subsistence level.
Yesterday poverty – today prosperity! Many nutrientpoor, small-scale habitats have survived within the cultural landscape of the Medebacher Bucht: infertile meadows and pastures, upland heaths and hilltops covered
with broom, stony fields and open-area allotments,
hedgerows and colourful wayside flora. This nowadays
rare habitat diversity is the basis for the diversity of animal
and plant species.

Mosaic of different management forms near
Medebach-Berge

The “Medebacher Bucht” Special Protection Area (SPA)
covers over 13,872 ha. This conservation status was assigned to the area between Titmaringhausen, Hallenberg, the federal state’s border and the Rothaargebirge
hills due to its breeding sites of red-backed shrike, black
stork and tengmalm’s owl, which are important beyond
the borders of the SPA.. Not less important are the breeding sites of endangered species such as great grey shrike,
grey partridge, whinchat and wood lark.
The Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) within the SPA
enjoy an additional conservation status, because the
Medebacher Bucht is not only a refuge for ornithological
treasures: endangered plant species, such as globe
flower, shepherd’s cress and maiden pink, can often be
found. The low-intensity grasslands accommodate rare
butterfly species, such as dusky large blue, scarce copper, sooty copper, and swallowtail, as well as rare
grasshoppers such as wartbiter, stripe-winged grasshopper, water-meadow grasshopper, and the large marsh
grasshopper.

Scarce copper

But it is, in particular, the whole complex of different habitats that has an importance throughout Europe: mountain hay meadows and meadows of the Arrhenatherion
community, upland heaths and near-natural upland
streams of the Medebacher Bucht.
Nuhnewiesen and Wache hill
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3 Habitats and species
3.1 Grassland and hedgerows
Species-rich grassland and hedgerows are typical of the
cultural landscape “Medebacher Bucht“. “Grassland”
means hay meadows and pastures, which can vary to a
great extent in their species composition, depending on
the type of land management, their altitude and their
moisture content level.
The species-rich hay meadows (habitat types “mountain
hay meadows” and “lowland hay meadows”) are endangered habitats, not only in Germany but throughout
the whole of Europe. They diminish rapidly because more
and more meadows are being cut as early as mid-May.
That is why the plants of the meadows are not able to
produce any seeds, thus disappearing within a few years.
In consequence, a colourful flowering meadow with
about 50 to 60 species becomes a species-poor standard green with often less than 10 species.
Species-rich hay meadows are important throughout Europe and enjoy special protection within Special Areas of
Conservation (SAC).
Hedgerows with a high proportion of thorn shrubs (rose,
hawthorn, blackthorn), in combination with low intensity
managed grassland, present an ideal breeding place for
many bird species (e.g. red-backed shrike, whitethroat).

Red-backed shrike

It is the diverse hedgerow structures and the adjacent
species-rich grassland that make habitats within the Special Protection Area (SPA) valuable. These structures can
be found in many parts of the SPA, e.g. in the middle Orke
valley (“Waldreservat Glindfeld-Orketal mit Nebentälern” SAC) to the west of Medelon, in the south of
“Kahle Pön” SAC to the north-east of Titmaringhausen, at
the Gelängeberg or around the village of Berge.
Red-backed shrike and great grey shrike are key species
of this habitat. Having become very rare elsewhere, the
“Medebacher Bucht” features more than 500 breeding
pairs of red-backed shrike (1999) and between 15 and 20
breeding pairs of great grey shrike (1999-2003).

Great grey shrike

Nuhnewiesen with a view of the Wache hill
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The important habitat feature for birds breeding in
hedgerows is a structure that other birds avoid. Birds
breeding in grassland, such as whinchat, skylark and
meadow pipit, require wide valleys characterised by
open grassland that is not divided by any vertical structures. The spacious Nuhne valley to the east of Hallenberg, the largest pure hay meadow site in North RhineWestphalia, offers this prerequisite: It is here that the rare
whinchat still breeds with about 40 breeding pairs – next
to the “Lipper Höhe” near Burbach the most important
breeding site of whinchat in North Rhine-Westphalia.

3.2 Upland heath
Upland heaths are literally the ‘highlight’ among the
valuable habitats of the “Medebacher Bucht”. Within a
European context they show an almost unique character
regarding their specific development.
Upland heaths form the setting for biocoenoses that
have only developed due to human land management:
Our ancestors continuously thinned out the woods, because wood was a popular universal resource before industrialisation. In addition, the cattle were left to graze in
the forest, the leaves were raked and ‘Plaggen cultivation’ was undertaken. A special hoe was used to strip the
top soil which was then loaded onto ox-carts and taken
from the hilltops to the stables to be used as bedding.
Due to decades of nutrient removal these naturally infertile sites became even more nutrient-poor.
Only a small number of plants were able to survive on
such extremely deficient sites. Typical species of upland
heaths which might be described as ‘hunger artists’ are
bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), cowberry (Vaccinium vitisidaeus) and heather (Calluna vulgaris). In addition, large
stands of, for example, arnica (Arnica montana) developed. New animal species, bird species in particular, also
appeared: it was indeed possible to regularly come
across black grouse, capercaillie and woodlark in the
Sauerland.

Wissinghauser Heide with spruce encroachment

Bilberries

In the 20th century Plaggen cultivation was stopped. As
from the 1950s grazing was not profitable any more either. A large amount of heathland was afforested with
undemanding but non-native spruce. Between 1,800
and 2,000 ha of forest (mainly spruce forest) were added
to “Medebacher Bucht” SPA. Thus, upland heaths disappeared from the Sauerland.
Upland heath along the Hilmesberg hill

Arnica

Wissinghauser Heide
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Remaining smaller stands of heath (<10 ha before the
LIFE project was initiated) continued to exist in the Special Conservation Areas “Wissinghauser Heide”, “Liesetal
und Hilmesberg” and “Kahle Pön”. They presented fragments of a formerly extensive heathland habitat network
between the “Niedersfelder Hochheide” and the “Kahler
Asten”.

3.3 Streams
Streams are, so to speak, the lifelines of the “Medebacher Bucht”. Due to lack of precipitation in summer, great
significance is attached to them.
A naturally flowing stream relocates its bed in response to
every flood event; new gravel banks and cut banks
develop: habitats and breeding sites for kingfisher, bullhead, brook lamprey and brown trout, which are key
species of the whole biocoenosis of the streams in the
“Medebacher Bucht”.

Near-natural Orke stream

The two fish species bullhead and brook lamprey are important species according to the Habitats Directive. In
many places they have become rare and enjoy special
protection throughout Europe. A stable fish population is
important as a food base for black stork and kingfisher,
both specially protected by the Birds Directive.
The two largest streams are the Orke with its tributaries
Gelänge, Medebach, Brühne with a number of smaller
tributaries (“Waldreservat Glindfeld/Orketal mit Nebentälern” SAC) and the Nuhne (“Nuhnewiesen, Wache und
Dreisbachtal” SAC).
The low floodplains of the hilly Sauerland are valuable not
only with regard to natural habitats, but they are also
popular for settlements, roads and agriculture. Agriculture has a particular interest in moist meadows: deep, nutrient-rich and sufficiently supplied with water, they pro-

Bullhead

Black stork
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Gelänge stream with river water crowfoot

Alluvial meadows in the Vildische Grund (Orke valley)

vide sufficient amounts of forage, in comparison to
sloped sites, in particular during a dry summer.
Formerly, the floodplain meadows were ‘watered’ with
the help of cleverly devised channel systems – these
were not so much used for irrigation but for fertilising the
meadows with nutrient-rich suspended particulate matter that melting water contains. To be able to supply the
channels a number of weirs were built into the stream.
The stream Gelänge contained 49 weirs with drop
heights of up to 1.5 metres within a stretch of 4 kilometres.
The drop heights of weirs in the streams Nuhne and Orke
were up to 2.4 metres.
The impoundments changed the living conditions of the
stream organisms dramatically: Due to the backwater
upstream of such a barrier, the stream has strong characteristics of a small lake, in which the water heats up
more quickly and oxygen levels drop. The formerly existent gravel banks – spawning grounds for many fish
species and countless micro-organisms – have silted up
over time. In consequence, the stream’s biocoenosis degraded. Furthermore, weirs present an impassable barrier for many of the stream inhabitants and separate the
individual stretches.
Fish migrate – but they are not able to climb any steps!
They migrate in order to reproduce, to escape from
predators, or to make available new food resources.
They migrate for the purpose of drift compensation, they
avoid both dry spells and flood events, or they try to escape from the stream freezing up during a cold winter. All
these movements, which are undertaken by nearly all
fish species and throughout the whole of the year, are interrupted by weirs. When individual stretches have fallen
dry, or when a fish kill occurs, the recolonisation of these
stretches will not be possible for a great number of
species. What remains are species-poor stretches that
are not suitable habitats for either kingfisher or black
stork.

Kingfisher

Weir before the LIFE restoration

Brook lamprey
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Lage in der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland

4 Action sites

4.2 “Wissinghauser Heide“ SAC

4.1 “Kahle Pön” SAC
The Kahle Pön, a mountain ridge with an altitude of up to
775 metres above sea level, is situated right in the north
of “Medebacher Bucht” SPA, to the north of Titmaringhausen. Throughout the past decades, spruce afforestation has led to a great decline in heath sites. Spatially and
functionally, they are connected to the adjacent old
pastoral forests and heaths on Hessian territory.

The valley slopes decline very steeply in a southerly direction towards the Wilde Aa valley. This slope zone is
mostly managed as grazing land and is characterised by
small headstreams with trees along the banks. Many
hedgerows that run parallel to the slope provide a structure; it is here that a number of pairs of red-backed shrike
breed. But the terracing of the open country also offered
the opportunity to spread liquid manure, which has accumulated as a result of the restructuring of agriculture,
onto the highly valuable grasslands, thus devaluing them
in the long term. Parts of these once species-rich stands
have been degraded and changed to species-poor intensive meadows and pastures. Some sites have been
converted to Christmas tree cultivations.
“Kahle Pön“ SAC
Area:
97 ha
Altitude: 495 m - 775 m
Special features:
¢ Highest area in the Sauerland with grasslands
of the Trisetetum flavescentis type and
Arrhenatherum elatius type
¢ Heath relics
¢ Hill on the border between North Rhine-Westphalia and Hesse
¢ Former site of the courts in the villages Titmaringhausen, Referinghausen and Düdinghausen
Habitats and species:
¢ European dry heaths
¢ Mountain hay meadows
¢ Luzulo-Fagetum beech forests
¢ Red-backed shrike
LIFE measures:
¢ Management plan
¢ Measures for extending the heath complex
¢ Nature trail "Kahle Pön" (public awareness raising)

Along the eastern slopes of the Rothaargebirge hills is situated the nearly completely wooded site “Jürgensköpken”
(758 metres above sea level). A fairly large site of montane
dwarf shrub heath with individual juniper shrubs has remained on its ridge – the Wissinghauser Heide. It is characterised by pines and spruces, which have naturally developed through seed flight. Smaller heathland relics can be
found within the adjacent beech and spruce forests. Due
to the fragmentation of the remaining heathland, it had not
been possible to establish any adequate form of management, e. g. through grazing. Along the south-east border of
this SAC can be found a small, dry, south exposed, and extremely species-rich, infertile grassland. The area’s acidophilous oak forests with their often multi-stem trees bear
witness to past coppice management.
"Wissinghauser Heide" SAC
Area:
25 ha
Altitude: 637 m - 752 m
Special features:
¢ One of two remaining upland heaths of the Medebacher Bucht
¢ Stands of juniper and a high proportion of blueberry (gathering)
¢ Part of a formerly extensive network of heathland
between the Niedersfelder Hochheide and the
Kahler Asten
¢ Former coppice management
¢ Lacking management concept for maintaining
the heathland before the LIFE project
Habitats and species:
¢ European dry heaths
¢ Juniperus communis formations on heaths or
calcareous grasslands
¢ Luzulo-Fagetum beech forests
¢ Red-backed shrike
LIFE measures:
¢ Management plan
¢ Measures to maintain heather stands that have
become too old (removal of individual spruce
trees, grazing)
¢ Measures to redevelop upland heath (large scale
spruce removal, sowing, planting, goat grazing)
¢ Planting event with school children, information
board (public awareness raising)
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4.3 „Orketal mit Nebentälern“ SAC

¢ Peizfel-Frauenbruch
¢ Brühetal
¢ Medebacher Heide
¢ Staatsforst Glindfeld (not part of the LIFE project)
These sub-areas can differ very much from each other
regarding their species composition.

Besides the size of the area, the SAC “Waldreservat Glindfeld-Orketal (mit Nebentälern)” has an important function, in particular, in terms of habitat network. The stream
Orke, together with its many tributaries, flows through the
forests and grasslands just like a lifeline. The mosaic-like interweaving of forests, meadows, pastures, hedgerows,
small arable plots, open-area allotments, and field margins
is what characterises the ecological value of the SPA.
The SAC can be divided into the following sub-areas:
¢ Orketal
¢ Gelängebachtal
¢ Gelängeberg
"Waldreservat Glindfeld-Orketal (mit Nebentälern)" SAC
Area: 2.994 ha, of which 650 ha is project area (Staatsforst Glindfeld is not part of the LIFE project)
Altitude: 333 m - 790 m (Schlossberg)
Special features:
¢ Size of area
¢ Network of montane woodland habitats and
habitats of open countryside in the central SPA
¢ Ornithological highlights (see below)
¢ Large range of different grassland communities
¢ Extensive montane beech forests
¢ Near-natural stream system
Habitats and species:
¢ Meadows of the Arrhenatherion community,
mountain hay meadows
¢ European dry heaths
¢ Juniperus communis formations on heaths or
calcareous grasslands
¢ Near-natural streams with alluvial forests with
Alnus glutinosa and Fraxinus excelsior
¢ Luzulo-Fagetum beech forests
¢ Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines
¢ Siliceous rocky slopes
¢ Red-backed shrike, great grey shrike (also winter
habitat), woodlakr, black stork, kingfisher
¢ Brook lamprey, bullhead
LIFE measures:
¢ Management plan
¢ Restoration of the streams Orke and Gelängebach
¢ Grassland restoration by means of spruce removal,
scrub clearance and green hay sowing
¢ Reintroduction of goat grazing
¢ Nature trail Gelängebachtal (public awareness raising)
¢ Stream trail Orke (public awareness raising)
¢ Exhibition “MITTEN DRIN!“ in Medebach
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Within the narrow tributary valleys of this woodland, some
individual plots are left fallow or are subject to the pressure of spruce afforestation. The valley of the stream
Dormecke, situated along the eastern border of the
Rothaargebirge, contains a fairly large complex of sloping infertile grassland and moist grassland, which is characterised by a high proportion of fallow land and scrub
encroachment.
To the east of Medelon, the middle stretch of the stream
Orke flows through the central “Medebacher Bucht”.
From the north, the wide and extended valleys of the
streams Gelängebach, Medebach and Brühne meet in
the main valley of the stream Orke. These valleys are
each characterised by a special habitat potential.
The Gelängebach valley comprises a wide complex of
fresh, moist and wet hay meadows and pastures with, in
part, highly endangered plant communities. Nevertheless,
the Gelängebach valley is widely characterised by intensive grassland. In some places here, as well as along the adjacent Gelängeberg, some plots were either afforested during the past decades, or they were converted into Christmas tree cultivations about 20 years ago. Valuable habitat
was lost for species that are dependent on grassland, such
as red-backed shrike and great grey shrike.
The Gelängeberg with its flat monadnocks shows a mosaic-like complex of cultural landscapes, consisting of
heathland characterised by broom, as well as scrub, and
species-rich dry-infertile meadows and pastures.
Within Piezfeld-Frauenbruch, a wide, moist to wet, lateral
lowland area of the lower Medebach valley, there can
be found intensive grassland, but also wide ranging,
species-rich grasslands (Trisetetum flavescentis type and
Arrhenatherum elatius type). The Piezfeld, of which the
name is derived from the German name for lapwing
(“Kiebitz”) as an indicator of a former typical breeding
habitat of this species, nowadays presents only a resting
place for migrating lapwings.
Humid to wet grassland communities with, in part, endangered or even highly endangered vegetation communities,
can be found within the Brühne valley. The Brühne valley
forms a long stretched valley which is nearly completely
managed as grassland and is situated along the border to
the federal state of Hesse. Several plots within the valley
were afforested with non-native and allochthonous spruce.
In some parts, grassland is left fallow.
Near the estuary of the stream Brühne into the stream
Orke, is situated the Medebacher Heide, which nowadays is a park-like area of former pastures, characterised
by groups of trees and shrubs and some occasional juniper shrubs.

4.4 “Liesetal-Hilmesberg“ SAC
The open, v-shaped Liese valley, which is managed as
grassland, extends more than 4 km into the fully wooded
eastern slope of the Rothaargebirge hills.
The higher you go, the number of highland plant species
within the managed grassland increases, which reveals
the smooth transition from grassland of the Trisetetum
flavescentis type to that of the Arrhenatherum elatius
type. These meadows are mostly owned by public authorities and are managed with low intensity according
to the agro-environmental programme.

The Hilmesberg hill (634 metres above sea level) is situated to the east of the Liese valley. Just below the top of
the hill a viable upland heath has remained. Next to the
Wissinghauser Heide the Hilmesberg is one of two remaining heathlands of the Medebacher Bucht. Small
patches of beech forest in the midst of young spruce afforestations were once managed as a coppice and,
today, they have the typical shape that has developed
due to this historical form of forest management.

4.5 “Nuhnewiesen, Wache und
Dreisbachtal” SAC
The whole area (including Wache and Dreisbachtal) is
the largest uninterrupted hay meadow area in North
Rhine-Westphalia. Of great significance is the fact that in
the Nuhnewiesen meadows there are more whinchats
than anywhere else in the state.

Shallow channels that have, in part, fallen dry and some
remaining wooden impoundments point to the historical
practice of meadow irrigation. In the north the Wache
stretches out as an extensive, flat ridge at an altitude of
about 430 metres above sea level. It is characterised by
a high proportion of species-rich grassland which is mostly fresh to dry, but in parts also moist to periodically wet.
The wide and open landscape is structured by plots of
arable land, some individual trees, relics of hedgerows
and heathland characterised by broom. The sub-complex Dreisbachtal is an extended v-shaped valley. Within
the Dreisbachtal there is a mosaic of meadows and pastures and species-rich hedgerows. On a small scale some
individual plots are uncultivated.

"Liesetal-Hilmesberg" SAC
Area:
100 ha
Altitude: 460 m - 634 m (Hilmesberg)

"Nuhnewiesen, Wache und Dreisbachtal" SAC
Area:
325 ha
Altitude: 325 m - 474 m

Special features:
¢ Grassland of the Trisetetum flavescentis type
and Arrhenatherum elatius type as well as their
transition areas
¢ One of two remaining upland heaths within
the SPA (Hilmesberg)
¢ Former coppice management

Special features:
¢ Species-rich moist to wet lowland and mountain
hay meadows
¢ Largest uninterrupted hay meadow area in North
Rhine-Westphalia
¢ Most important breeding site of whinchat in the stat
¢ Historical relics of meadow irrigation

Habitats and species:
¢ European dry heaths
¢ Meadows of the Arrhenatherion community,
mountain hay meadows
¢ Luzulo-Fagetum beech forests
¢ Red-backed shrike
¢ Brook lamprey, bullhead

Habitats and species:
¢ Meadows of the Arrhenatherion community,
mountain hay meadows
¢ Near-natural streams
¢ Red-backed shrike, great grey shrike
(also winter habitat)
¢ Brook lamprey, bullhead

LIFE measures:
¢ Management plan
¢ Measures to redevelop upland heath (large scale
spruce removal, sowing, planting, grazing)
¢ Reintroduction of the cattle breed “Rotes Höhenvieh“
¢ Bilberry and cowberry planting events with
interested citizens
¢ Nature trail Liesetal (public awareness raising)

LIFE measures:
¢ Management plan
¢ Restoration of the stream Nuhne
¢ Grassland restoration by means of spruce removal
and green hay sowing
¢ Nature trail Nuhnewiesen (public awareness raising)
¢ Observation tower (“Baumhaus“)
¢ Exhibition in Hallenberg
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5 The LIFE project
LIFE-Nature is the nature conservation programme of the
European Community. It supports innovative conservation measures within SACs and SPAs, which are conservation sites of European importance. EU LIFE projects help
member states to implement practical measures in order
to improve and develop habitats and populations of
valuable species. Through this the conservation sites are
enhanced in their value.
Implementation of measures with local farmers

The LIFE project “Medebacher Bucht – Module for NATURA 2000“ is the first LIFE project in the Hochsauerlandkreis.
The LIFE project within the Medebacher Bucht focuses on
three different themes: grassland and heathland restoration, river restoration and public awareness-raising.

5.1 LIFE in grassland

Spruce clearance opens the valleys

Gelängeberg hill after clearance

“Tuscany of the Sauerland” – Goats along the
Gelängeberg hill

Donor site for green hay sowing
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The aim of the LIFE project in grassland areas was to improve the situation of species-poor meadows and pastures. A necessary prerequisite was the purchase of land
which was either intensively managed, left fallow, overgrown with scrub, or afforested with allochthonous tree
species, particularly spruce. These forms of management, or lack of management, were the reason for the
loss of species-rich, colourfully flowering meadows and
pastures.
After the – in part very laborious – clearance of trees and
scrub, the future meadows were fenced in and are now
available for low-intensity management by local farmers.
Cattle-grazing allows the development of grassland
swards and prevents new scrub encroachment on most
of the sites. For a grazing scheme along the Gelängeberg, which is prone to scrub encroachment and has in
part very steep slopes, a herd of goats was purchased.
Unlike cattle, goats eat shrubs and other woody plants
and are, therefore, ideal “landscape managers” for
clearing scrub-encroached sites. Some of the shrubs still
remain on the grassland. In consequence, highly structured meadows have developed, consisting of
hedgerows, narrow strips of land, areas with short swards
and those with flowers – the table is now set for nectarloving insects and bird species which live on them, such
as red-backed shrike.
On sites which can be mown, “green hay sowing” was
used in order to develop species-rich meadows in a short
space of time. For this to be done, a geographically suitable “donor site”, i.e. species-rich grassland, is selected
and mown at the time of seed maturity. The hay cut is
then directly spread onto the new site. In this way it is possible to transfer a high proportion of the species richness
from one site to the once impoverished intensive grassland, onto fields or onto former spruce forests within a
short period of time.

5.2 LIFE in heathland
The LIFE project made it possible to initiate measures for
future redevelopment of the habitat of upland heath
across an area of 35 ha within the heathland areas Wissinghauser Heide, Hilmesberg and Kahle Pön. In some
parts these former heath sites had been afforested with
spruce, in other parts they were in danger of being overgrown due to natural succession.
The sites were cleared of spruce and pine trees, and autochthonous seed or hay cut from donor sites was spread
out. A special spraying method allowed large-scale sowing of heather (Calluna vulgaris), even in inaccessible
areas. The seed was obtained from the Niedersfelder
Hochheide by cutting the heath, and then it was prepared and sprayed with the help of a special machine).
A second method used chopped material which came
from maintenance measures in the Niedersfelder
Hochheide. Berry bushes such as bilberry (Vaccinium
myrtillus) and cowberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) mostly
spread themselves by underground runners and were
planted in the form of one square metre large clumps.
Starting from these plantings, these two berry bush
species are intended to regain their former habitat. Both
these methods for establishing heath stands and the
planting of berry bushes will be monitored in order to be
able to evaluate the results of the two methods, which
are expected to be different.

Hilmesberg hill after clearance

Heather sowing by means of a spraying method

In accordance with historical management practice,
the heath sites are now being grazed with sheep, goats
and a hardy breed of cattle. In line with what local people were able to report about the grazing in the past, the
typical Sauerland cattle, the “Rotes Höhenvieh”, is being
used along the Hilmesberg. This breed is said to be very
hardy, undemanding and sure-footed, even on very
steep sites.
Stripping of clumps

Planting of berry bushes with special hoes used for
Plaggen cultivation

Heath relics enclosed by spruce (Hilmesberg hill)

Cattle breed “Rotes Höhenvieh”
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Weir in the Nuhne stream before the restoration

5.3 LIFE in the streams

Reconstruction by means of a rock chute

With the help of the LIFE project, it was possible to undertake the restoration of the streams Orke, Gelänge and
Nuhne. A total of 74 impoundments were re-built in such
a way that they do not anymore present barriers for fish
and other stream organisms, and allow their passage. In
addition, on a stretch of more than 1 kilometre along the
stream Nuhne, it was possible to remove the bank reinforcement on both sides because the adjacent plots are
publicly owned.
During the conversion of the impoundments different
construction methods were used. In those cases in which
the adjacent plots were not publicly owned, the high
drop weir was re-designed by means of a stretched rock
chute or by means of a number of small bars allowing
continuous passage.

Ramp with small bars (Orke stream)

Elongated river stretch (Orke stream)

Widening of the stream bed below Medelon
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In those cases in which the adjacent plots were either
publicly owned or where it was possible to purchase a
wide strip along the bank, there was enough space for
extensive river restoration. In these cases, the originally
wider stream channel was redeveloped, which will be
used, in particular, during flood events. These temporary
flood plains (amphibian areas) are valuable spawning
grounds for many amphibians, such as common frog,
common toad, and various newt species.
By means of channel realignment drop weirs were bypassed and the gradient was slowly reduced by means of
a longer stream stretch. It was possible to restore the natural stream dynamics. Within one year only the stream redeveloped a highly structured stream bed with diverse
stream bed substrates (in part pebbles, in part sand),
stream pools and riffles, pebble banks along the inner
banks and cut banks along the outer banks. The diversity
of newly formed structures – typical habitat structures of
naturally flowing streams – shows the success of the
restoration measures. The LIFE measures have a positive
impact not only on populations of fish species such as bullhead, brook lamprey and brown trout. Bird species such
as kingfisher, black stork and the whole of the stream biocoenosis also benefit from these measures. Already now
comparative electrofishing and benthic surveys (benthic
species are those that live in or on the stream bed), undertaken before and after the measures were implemented, demonstrate the success of the river restoration.

6 Experiencing nature
6.1 Nature trails
The nature trail concept of the LIFE project features interesting scenic tours (on existing paths) through the SACs.
Here it is possible to experience the uniqueness and
value of these areas without disturbing or endangering
the rare species. Nature trail leaflets give information
about the special features along the “Points of Interest”.
The nature trail leaflets of the
¢ nature trail Kahle Pön
¢ nature trail Gelängebachtal
¢ nature trail Liesetal
¢ nature trail Nuhnewiesen

Minister Bärbel Höhn and Mayor Kronauge

are available free of charge at the Biologische Station
HSK, at the tourist information offices in Medebach and
Hallenberg or as a download from www.medebacherbucht.de.

6.2 Stream trail Orke
Around Medelon the path near the stream invites people
to get to know the Orke, the former uses and the natural
life there. In the centre of town, an information board
gives information about the whole LIFE project. From here
the looped path follows existing gravel paths, in part
along narrow paths through meadows and pastures. To
the west the stream path reaches the Forsthaus
Kaltenscheid. To the east, on a smaller walk, you can almost reach the village of Medelon. A new wooden
bridge to the west of Medelon crosses the Orke, and further to the west near Marienglück and in Medelon there
are more footbridges.

Inauguration of the nature trail Liestal

Planting event with a school class
(Wissinghauser Heide)

Fun splash along the Nuhne stream
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6.3 Observation tower
The observation tower, a tree house similar to the ones
children build, was the result of a competition for architects.
At the end of March 2006 a beech tree was planted
which is the “heart” of the tower. From a wooden platform right underneath the crown, at a height of 5 metres,
one can in early summer easily observe whinchats on the
adjacent pasture. In spring 2006 the tree house was inaugurated by the minister for the environment Uhlenberg
and was named “Sylvia” (after its botanical name Fagus
sylvatica). The tree house is within walking distance of
Hallenberg and can be found directly along the Nuhnewiesen nature trail.

6.4 Information centres

Radio interview with the architect Mr Hillebrand

The multimedia exhibition “MITTEN DRIN!” (RIGHT IN THE
MIDDLE!) on the top floor of the information centre in the
market square in Medebach,) offers an overview of the
habitats of the Medebacher Bucht: forest, river, heathland, grassland, fields, village and town. In a playful way
visitors can feel in a hands-on fashion: I’m “RIGHT IN THE
MIDDLE” of the Special Protection Area!
In the Kump, a historical semi- timbered house and information centre for Hallenberg, an exhibition presents,
among other things, the special features of the town in
terms of natural history: the Nuhnewiesen with the
Wache, the Liesetal and the Hilmesberg.
Both information centres show the menu-driven project
film which presents the project from its beginning to its
successful ending.

Inauguration with Minister Uhlenberg

„MITTEN DRIN!“ in Medebach

Information centre “Kump”
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7. The LIFE project – people
and numbers
The organisation Biologische Station Hochsauerlandkreis
e.V. is responsible for the LIFE project Medebacher Bucht.
The Ministry of the Environment and Conservation, Agriculture and Consumer Protection of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia is a partner of the project.
A number of further administrative bodies and institutions
supported the proposal and the implementation of the
project:
¢ Bezirksregierung Arnsberg,
Obere Flurbereinigungsbehörde
¢ Bezirksregierung Arnsberg, Höhere Landschaftsbehörde
¢ Bezirksregierung Arnsberg, Obere Fischereibehörde
¢ Hochsauerlandkreis, Untere Landschaftsbehörde
¢ Hochsauerlandkreis, Untere Wasserbehörde
¢ Landwirtschaftskammer Westfalen-Lippe,
Kreisstelle Meschede
¢ Staatliches Umweltamt Lippstadt
The project has a budget of 3 million Euros, financed
equally by the federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia
and the European Community.
Already before the project was proposed but also during
the implementation of the project, the Biologische Station Hochsauerlandkreis attached great importance to
good co-ordination with local agriculture and all the
other local actors.
The success of a project stands or falls with the people
working on it.
The Biologische Station Hochsauerlandkreis would like to
sincerely thank everyone who contributed their skills and
labour, either as a representative of an authority, a contractor or as a voluntary participant.
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